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  MONTHLY WELLNESS MESSAGING 
TOOLKIT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Introduction 
This toolkit is designed to support enhancing law enforcement 
agencies’ culture and understanding around wellness and 
resilience. Language is something we use every day, and a 
thoughtful approach to messaging is a meaningful way to 
communicate an agency’s priorities, both internally among staf 
and externally to the community. Using the concepts in this toolkit 
across a variety of applications and correspondence methods 
will reinforce how an agency values mutual respect and ofcer 
wellness. In addition to improving staf morale, carrying these 
concepts into interactions with the community will refect an 
emphasis on compassion, strengthening positive engagement and 
relationships between the police and those they serve. 

Using this Toolkit 
There are a variety of ways the content of this toolkit can be 
integrated within agency practices. This toolkit provides a 
calendar with each month featuring a nationally recognized 
observance or wellness topic as a guiding concept. It includes 
key takeaways for promoting wellness strategies as they relate 
to the monthly topic and an associated resource meant to foster 
a deeper understanding of the theme. These messages may 
be tailored for staf newsletters, emails, mobile apps, bulletin 
boards, peer support team meetings, roll call trainings, and 
other communication channels. It is recommended that agencies 
use and customize the content and communication methods 
that work best for their organizations. The appendices include 
additional guidance on language to cultivate openness and 
inclusivity, as well as strategies to build resilience and afect 
positive culture change. 

For additional wellness resources, contact 
OSW@theIACP.org or visit www.theIACP.org/OSW 

www.theIACP.org/OSW
mailto:OSW@theIACP.org
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Work-life balance focuses on managing time and energy while on- and of-duty. Having a healthy work-lif 

aking on creative and mindful activities with your family articipating in an outdoor activity such as hiking or camping 
AVOID OVEREXPOSUREo social media and the news. While staying informed is important, t
become o erwhelming. oo much information can 

SEEK HELP WHEN NEEDEDy talking to those around you such as your fellow ofcers, command staf, e ecutive leadership oject was support ant No ams, which also includes the Bur
19-DP-B -K006 a the SMAR y the Bureau of Jus e As 

eau of Jus tics, the National Ins 

ention, the Ofc s Ofc 

oor nutrition can impact job perf
heart attack, or more severe physical injuries. Healthy eating habits increase offcer safety 

o o low blood sugar le ormance and by helping offcers stay alert and ener

vels, dehydration, increased risk of overall health and w gized while on-dutyell-being. . These habits can also prDo You Know What’s in Your Beverage? 

omote 

Try to establish a consistent eating routine based on 
your schedule for the day and get away from the patrol 
car, if possible, to consume your meal. Keep healthy snack options on handalmonds, or fruit t  like granola bars, o keep you feeling full and enerCarry a refllable water bottle with you and refll it 

gized. 
whenever you have the opportunity. 
This or That: Choosing HealthMeal Components y 
Breakfast: Choose whole grain breads and eggs o
sugary pastries. ver 

y.2 

Your uniform and vest may increase sweat production 
throughout your shift. Remain hydrated to keep 
yourself from overheating in your gear and regularly 
consume water to sustain hydration even when you are 

ts such as of the clock. While an individual’will vary based on body c
s water consumption omposition, medical conditions, and level of physical activity, most adults 

should consume four to six glasses of water each day. Make Healthy, Realistic Choices e beef jerky Have go-to healthy meal options at your favorite 

e a bag of chips. restaurants. Even fast-food locations now ofer healthier 
selections. Balanc

y their career 

elif  f
? 

Why did I jointhe policing
profession? 

How can I addmore meaningto what I do
every day? 

s t
nc 

REFOCUS ON YOUR PURPOSEo help a oid burn out. This can beac omplished by assessing the impact 

TAKE CARE OF YOUR BODYy maintaining healthy e ercise nutrition, and sleep habits. 

CONNECT WITH OTHERSy maintaining social relationships with those close to you. Activities to stay connected and impr 

our work-life balance may include: 

1 Harvard School of Public Health. “Ho2 Harvard School of Public Health. “Howater-should-you-drink 

e your meal by choosing a side of
veggies or fruit instead of french fries. 

JANUARY 

Mastering Work-Life Balance 
Prioritize managing your time and energy both on- and of-duty. Building a healthy work-
life balance ensures that you perform efectively, reduce stress, avoid burnout, and enjoy 
your career. 

Refocus on your purpose and ask: Helpful Resource: INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 

Mastering Work-Life Balance
n How does my work make life better for Mastering Work-

other people? Life Balance 
n Why did I join the policing profession? 

n How can I add more meaning to what I do 
every day? 

Signs of burnout may include: 
n Drinking too much alcohol or experiencing 

balance ensures that ofcers perform efectively, reduce stress, a oid burnout, and enjo

Q es
onsi 

of your daily routines. 

chaplains, family, ps chologist, or others you can confde in. Remember that you are not aloneoints of view or opinions in this document ar
e is a component of the Department of Jus 

h ACP o g OSW 

he Bureau of Jus e Ase of Jus , the Ofce of Juvenile Jus e and Delinquenc 
ictims of Crime 

e those of the author and do not nec sarily r esent the ofcial position or policies of the U.S. Department of Jus 

changes in eating habits Make Healthy Selections on the Go 
n Feeling frustrated, irritable, down, Choosing healthy food 

or overwhelmed options can lead to 
clearer thinking, increased n Lacking motivation and feeling like you do 
energy, and better overall not care about your work or that your work is 
health. Find balance and not valued 
enjoyment in how you fuel 

n Experiencing physical symptoms, such as yourself to operate at peak 
headaches, stomach aches, muscle pain, or performance. 
difculty sleeping 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 

Eating Well on the Go Fact Sheet
Extended hours spent in a patrol car might make it diffcult for offcers to fnd the time t

eat properly or access nutritious options. P
offcer health, potentially leading t

The Sugar Breakdown of a 12oz Beverage:1 

Water 

0gSports Drink 
22gSoda 

35-47gEnergy Drink 
40-51gFruit Juice 
41-63g

Adults should only consume six teaspoons or 25
grams of sugar per da

Lunch/Dinner: Look for meals with lean meachicken breast and fresh vegetables rather than greasy
fast-food options like a cheeseburger and sugar-flled soda. 

Snack: Choose protein-flled snacks with fber likor nuts over sugary and salty snacks lik

w Sweet is it?” Retrieved from http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/how-sweet-is-it/. 

w much water should you drink?” Retrieved from https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/how-much-

AC o g 

n When packing snacks for the day, 
n Withdrawing from family or friends 

consider simple options that provide 
Incorporate strategies into your daily routines healthy nourishment and will leave you 
on- and of-duty to protect against the impacts feeling energized, such as fruit, jerky, 
of cumulative stress, such as: granola bars, or trail mix. 

n Practicing deliberate breathing or n Fast food restaurants may be enticing, 
mindfulness exercises but highly processed foods can have 

negative health efects. Stop at your local n Building positive thinking patterns and 
grocery store or market to pick up pre-gratitude habits 
made salads, sandwiches, or other dishes 

n Establishing a ritual to change gears physically that will provide the healthy and nutritious 
and mentally between work and home sustenance you need. 

Eating Well on the Go 
Fact Sheet 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/Mastering%20Work%20Life%20Balance.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/Mastering%20Work%20Life%20Balance.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_EatingWell_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_EatingWell_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
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provides recommended ques
t come with being a law enforcement offcer. This resource 

healthy and prepared for your duties both on-shift and a

tions to discuss with your physician to ensure that you are Why Go to the Doctor? 
t home. 

A day on the job of a polic personal life after retirement.3 Taking proactive steps 

e ofcer is far from ordinary, 
and it is never routine. The days are long, often 

now to support your health can help e
including irregular shift times, and w

and improve the overall quality of your life long into 

xtend your life high-risk, high-s ork often involves retirement. tress situations. Due to the nature of 
the policing profession, it is important fan annual visit with a ph

or you to have Healthy Heartysician to ensure that you 
are physically prepared for the job and can c Sudden cardiac events are one of the leading causes 

your duties in a saf onduct e manner. These exams provide an 
of line of duty deaopportunity to have an open and pr

ths.4 Is your heart prepared for your 
next shift? about your health with your health care provider. 

oactive dialogue 
Physicians may not know the unique challenges 
that ofcers frequently face. In addition, you may 
be unaware of how the day-to-day aspects of your 
job impact your health. Share the unique challenges 
associated with the job with your physician, such 
as carrying the additional weight of your protective 
vest and prolonged sitting in a paidentify ways they may impact you and your ability to 

trol car, so you can remain safe. 
The current global life expectancy is 72 years,1 but 
according to recent estimates from some health 
care practitioners, life expectancy among ofcers 
is approximately 20 years less than the average life 
expectancy.2 This shortened life expectancy may be 
associated with stress, lack of physical ftness, poor 
diet, irregular shift work throughout a career, and the 
potential difculty of transitioning from work to 

3 Violanti, John & F
.S. General Population. International journal of emer

ekedulegn, Desta & Hartley, Tara & Andrew, Michael & Gu, Ja & Bur

Comparison with the U gency mental health. 15. 217
4 

-28. 10.1037/e577572014-031. 
-28. 10.1037/e577572014-031. 

FEBRUARY 

Checking in on Physical Health 
Prioritizing physical wellness will leave you feeling and performing your best, help 
protect your mental health, and ensure that you have the energy you need to lead a 
fulflling life. 

National Heart Month 
n Did you know that the leading cause of death 

in the United States is heart disease?1 To keep 
yourself and your heart healthy, stay active, 
eat well, and, most importantly, be kind to 
your body. 

Helpful Resource: 
Health Watch: 
Checking-in on 
Ofcer Physical 
Wellness with 
Your Doctor 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 

Health Watch Checking-In on Officer PhysicalWellness with Your Doctor
Being healthy both physically and mentally allows you to be better prepared to handle the 

duties and responsibilities tha

Questions to Ask Your Doctor
� Based on my current age, health, and familyhistory, please explain my risk for heart diseaseand stroke. What can I do to lower my risks?� Can you explain what blood pressure levelsmean and how my blood pressure fts into thatscale? 

� Is my blood pressure at a healthy level?How often should I have my blood pressurechecked? 
� What does my cholesterol number mean, and is 

it at a healthy level? What can I do to lower mycholesterol and/or keep it low? � How often should I have my cholesterol levels checked? 

Comparison with the U
ekedulegn, Desta & Hartley, Tara & Andrew, Michael & Gu, Ja & Burchfel, Cecil. (2013). Life Expectancy in Police Ofcers: A 

1 https://www.who.int/gho/mortality_burden_disease/life_tables/situation_trends_text/en/ 

2 Violanti, John & F

Make Fitness Fun 
n Physical ftness doesn’t have to be a burden; 

there are plenty of ways to stay active while 
having fun. Consider hosting a friendly 
competition to keep your colleagues 
motivated, sign up for a local 5k, or plan a 
hike with loved ones. 

n Focus on physical health with someone in your 
life. Whether that be a colleague, family, or 
friends, incorporating a strong support system 
will ensure that you are held accountable and 
taking the best steps forward to maintain your 
peak physical performance. 

Consistency is Key 
n Check in with your healthcare professionals 

regularly. Keeping track of changes in your 
health should be an important part of your 
wellness routine. 

n Incorporate a workout routine into your daily life 
by setting goals or providing incentives; setting 
a schedule that will keep you motivated will help 
create positive habits. 

February is Black History Month 
Here are some ways you can support your 
fellow ofcers of color: 

n Culture can be an important source of 
positive peer connection. Taking time 
to learn about Black history and creating 
opportunities for conversations about 
race and culture can help build trust 
and understanding, as well as form 
deeper connections and increase 
community resilience. 

n Nearly half of all Black adults have some 
form of cardiovascular disease, which 
includes heart disease and stroke. Taking 
care of your physical well-being can reduce 
the risk of these conditions and help you 
manage your heart health.2 

chfel, Cecil. (2013). Life Expectancy in Police Ofcers: A 

.S. General Population. International journal of emergency mental health. 15. 217

Ofcer Down Memorial Page: 2019 Line of Duty Death Report. https://www.odmp.org/statistics. 

ACP 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_DoctorChecklist_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_DoctorChecklist_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_DoctorChecklist_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_DoctorChecklist_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_21_OSW_DoctorChecklist_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
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While sleep deprivation is not exclusive to law enforcement, it is often amplifed due t

shift work. Sleep is essential to maintain and repair bodily functions and s

of the mind and body o the unique stressors of the job and 
, which not only afects an ofcer s job, but also family wellness. 

ys ems. Sleep, or lack of, has efects on all functions 

Our bodies naturally relax and cool down when it gets dark outside andbecome alert when then sun is up Working second or third shift can disrupt the circadian clock and maksleep more difcult. Working agains 
e otation. the natural rhythms of the body cancause sleep disor n The American Psychological 

ders and fatigue Association recommends 
Law enforcement is a 24-hour job and 

avoiding symptomatic relief; 
or many, working the night shift is 

cafeine to stay awake at night 
unavoidable. Learning how to adapt

and sedatives to sleep during 
o the schedule and demands of the

the day. These methods can be 
job can help combat some of the 

dangerous and only temporarily 
potentially dangerous symptoms of 

disrupt your circadian clock. 
working the night shift.
If you work a permanentnight shift: 
n It is best to slowly shift your circadian clock enough table to function on days of 

o still be 
n The best way to do this is on days of, go to sleep as la e as possible and sleep as la possible e as 

n On a workday, minimize the sunlight exposure on the drive home by wearing sunglasses and utilize blackout curtains when trying to sleep 

next page > 

MARCH 

National Sleep Awareness Month 
While sleep deprivation is not exclusive to law enforcement, it is often amplifed due to 
the unique stressors of the job and shift work. It is important to practice healthy sleep 
habits to prepare your mind and body for your shift. 

Prioritize Sleep Helpful Resource: 
n The number one purpose of your bed is for Supporting Ofcer Safety Through 

sleep; therefore, try to eliminate distractions in Family Wellness: The Efects of 
the bedroom, such as phones, televisions, or Sleep Deprivation 
work equipment. If having your phone nearby 
is necessary for the job, try to limit use while 
lying down, and complete all necessary calls or 
correspondence before entering the bedroom. 

n Establish a healthy sleep schedule. Quality time 
with loved ones and activities you enjoy outside 
of work are important, but understand when 
your “plate” is too full and be sure to get the rest 
you need to restore your energy. Build a family 
bedtime ritual to create a calming and relaxing 
environment. 

n If you work a permanent night shift, it is best to March is Women’s History Month slowly shift your circadian clock enough to still 
be able to function on days of. On a workday, Here are some ways you can support your 
minimize sunlight exposure on the way home female colleagues: 
and use blackout curtains when trying to sleep. 

n Create an inclusive environment and use 
gender-neutral language when addressing 
ofcers and employees, avoiding phrases 
such as “policeman” or “brother-in-arms.” 

n Nutritionally, women may have slightly 
diferent needs than men. Calcium, iron, 
and folic acid are particularly important for 
women and may need to be prioritized in 
dietary choices.3 

If you work rotating night shifts:
n The circadian clock can’t shiftast enough to keep up with a 

What about working the night shift? 

Awake for
19

hours 

Awake for
24
hours 0.10%viii 

0.05%comparable
o a

blood alcoholconcentration
of... 

Decreased CognitiveProcesses, Problem-Solving, Concentration,and Reasoning 

Impaired Alertness
Sleep depriv tion impairs anindividual’s ability to remainocused and alert for longperiods of time 

Lack ofAppetite ControlSleep depriv tion has shown tincrease feelings of hunger andafect a person’s ability to judgeportion siz 

Increased Risk forHeart Disease
Sleep deprived persons art a higher risk for heartdisease and high bloodpressure when only sleepingfve to six hours a night. 

Spatial DisorientationSleep deprived persons armore likely to becomedisoriented whennavigating, and often reportslower reaction times. 

Efects of SleepDeprivation onthe Body 

Lack of sleep inhibits decisionmaking, interferes with formingsound judgements, andinduces poor assessments due tincreased irritability 

40%
more than 

25% eported that happenedmore than once a month 

Sleep deprivationcan be dangerous 
of police ofcers reportedhaving allen asleep whiledriving 

More than half of allpolice ofcers don't getenough sleepvii 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2018-09/Axon%20Family%20Wellness-Sleep%20Deprivation.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2018-09/Axon%20Family%20Wellness-Sleep%20Deprivation.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2018-09/Axon%20Family%20Wellness-Sleep%20Deprivation.pdf
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You may be experiencing a buildup of sapproaching burnout if y
tress and 

o breathe in for four seconds, hold for seven seconds, and breathe out for eight seconds.2 

Building positive thinking patterns, such as reminding yourself of a time you felt proud of something ya time when a colleague or community 
ou did or 

member provided positive feedback about your work. 
The brain is like a muscle. As you train your brain, it will develop new habits. Refocusing 

and avoid negative impacts in your life, relationships, 

t you can cope better 
on positive situations and events can help and work. combat feelings of being unapprand break a cycle of unhealthy detachment. 

eciated 
Overcoming Stress and Burnout 

Refecting on at least one thing you are grateful for each day. 
There are numerous proven strategies to protect 
against and address the impacts of s

Genuine gratitude has been sho
It is best to incorporate strategies into daily routines 

tress and burnout. people deal with adv
wn to help both on- and of-duty ersity.3 Expressions of . Coping strategies for stress and 

gratitude can be intmethods to avoid burnout include: 
ernal, such as thinking of something you are thankful for, or through actions, such as sending a thank

Taking at least three full deep breaths. 
you note, keeping a gratitude log, or telling 

-
another person thaExtend your exhale to be longer than 

t you appreciate them. your inhale. This can activate the 
Recognizing and addressing physical 

parasympathetic nervous system, which is 
reactions. known as the “rest and digest” part of your Be aware of areas where you hold tension 

nervous system.1 Taking several breaths in your body. Stretch, use progressive 
with an extended exhale can serve as a hack to help relax the fght, fight, fr

muscle relaxation, or engage in phexercise that helps to address this tension. 

part of your nervous system. 
ysical eeze 

As you stretch these areas, allow yourself to let go of stress in those muscles. 

APRIL 

Stress Awareness Month 
Coming up with productive ways to work through life’s stressors can help prevent 
negative long-term consequences and preserve your overall well-being. 

Coping with Stressful Situations 
n Focus on your breathing. Often in times 

of stress, your heart rate can increase, and 
negative emotions can cloud judgment. Taking 
deep, controlled breaths can help to lower 
these efects and result in feeling calmer, both 
physically and mentally. 

n Try meditation. Meditation is a calming 
technique that can reduce stress in your day-
to-day life, allowing for a time of refection 
and mindfulness where you can refocus your 
attention, center your body, and appreciate the 
good in your life. Before or after work each day, 
consider following a guided meditation through 
videos or apps on your phone or smartwatch. 

Leveraging Your Personality to Manage Stress 
n Extroverts: If you’re experiencing high levels 

of stress, consider talking with someone you 
trust. Sharing with someone can help prevent 
feeling alone and reduce accumulation of 
stressful emotions. 

n Introverts: Taking your mind to a diferent place 
can elicit positive thoughts and help you relax. 
Consider playing your favorite song, listening to 
an audiobook, or exploring a new podcast. 

Helpful Resource: 
When Stress Builds 
Up: Strategies 
to Overcome 
Cumulative Stress 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 

How to Tell If Stress Is Accumulating Take slow, deep breaths into your abdomen.Some people fnd it helpful t

When Stress Builds Up:S ra eg es to Overcome Cumu a ve S ress and Burnou Guidance for Law Enforcement Officers 

ou: 
n Feel anxious, dread, or depressed about goingto work
n Find it hard to get yourself to work and doyour job
n Feel frustrated about your jobn Feel physically, mentally, and emotionallyexhausted from your work

If any of these describe how you are feeling, now is
the time to make changes so tha

Inhale 
2...3...4 

H
o

ld
2...3...4

 

Exhale 
2...3...4 

R
es

t
2.

..3
...

4
 

Breathe 

Reduce anxiety and 
improve focus and 

energy with 
deliberate breathing 

and Burnout 

AC g 

April is National Counseling 
Awareness Month 
Take advantage of the wellness resources your 
agency provides. Consider: 

n Exploring your Employee Assistance 
Program (EAP). EAPs provide a multitude 
of resources, such as counseling, fnancial 
guidance, and family wellness support. 

n Connecting with a counselor. This can 
often lead to decreased stress and anxiety 
symptoms and may aid in discovering the 
root cause of common stressors. 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/253826_IACP_Stress%20and%20Loss_Officers_p4.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/253826_IACP_Stress%20and%20Loss_Officers_p4.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/253826_IACP_Stress%20and%20Loss_Officers_p4.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/253826_IACP_Stress%20and%20Loss_Officers_p4.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/253826_IACP_Stress%20and%20Loss_Officers_p4.pdf
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As frst responders to dangerous or tragic events, law enforcement ofcers often encounter 

or experience situations that are disturbing, distressing, or threatening. Some ofc

experience symptoms of acute traumatic stress, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), or 

other mental health challenges a ers may police ofcer, you can play an important role in helping your loved one cope with the impact 

t some point in their career. As the family or friend of a 
of trauma. This resource is designed to help you identify some pot
and inform you how to respond to them. ential efects of trauma 

ACUTE TRAUMATIC STRES may happen on scene or within hours or da s of an incident, will les
PTSD occurs when post-traumatic stres 

sen o er time and may ne er become PTSD ymptoms persist o er time specifcally more than thirty da s. Acknowledging the Reality Common Responses to Trauma 
For a variety of reasons, ofcers may resist talking to 
their loved ones about traumatic calls or scenes they 
have responded to. Although it is not nec

It is common for ofcers who have experienced or 
ofcers disclose all of the details about things the

encountered difcult or traumatic calls for service 

essary that or do on the job, it is important f
or incidents to have physical, emotional, c

y see openly with their support s
or them to communicate 

and behavioral reactions. Trauma, the reaction to an 

ognitive, ystems. Discussing their 
experiences and feelings and having judgement-fr

event or series of events, is highly individualiz
support is an essential factor in helping ofc

is traumatic to one person ma ed. What ee their well-being, especially aft
Responses to traumatic events can be immedia

y not be to another. ers maintain er a traumatic incident. 
Ofcers are at risk of developing mental and ph

(acute), delayed, or long term. Although ofc
te health issues due to exposure to trauma and unft coping 

experience any number of these
ers can ysical methods.1 Therefore, it is important t

and prolonged symptoms may be cause for concern. It 

, long-lasting reactions ofcer they are supported and always have someone 

is important to remind your ofcer that trauma reactions 

o re-assure the to talk to. Keep in mind tha
are normal and should not be seen as a sign of w

t ofcers who are struggling 
with the efects of trauma may be apprehensive about 

eakness. seeking help due to a negative connotation, and fear of 
being diagnosed with a “disorder” such as PTSD.2 This 
has resulted in a stigma around seeking help and oft
leads to ofcers sufering in silence. Therefore, support 

en and communication from trusted family and friends pla
essential roles in helping ofc y ers maintain a health
positive state. y and 

MAY 

Mental Health Awareness Month 
Although typically not outwardly visible, mental health is just as important as physical 
health. Proactively fnding ways to improve your mood and seeking help when necessary 
can provide many short- and long-term benefts. 

Check-in with Yourself Helpful Resource: 
n The law enforcement feld can be stressful and Supporting Law 

N T E R N A T I O N A L  A S S O C  A T  O N  O F  C H  E F S  O F  P O L I C E  

Supporting Law Enforcement Familiesin Understanding Trauma 

unpredictable, sometimes involving distressing Enforcement 
calls and fearful situations. It is important to Families in 
refect on your experiences daily and ensure Understanding 
your mental and emotional well-being are top Trauma 
of mind. 

n Having a good work-life balance is crucial for 
your mental well-being. Establish routines to 
assist with the transition from work to home 

theIACP.org 

May is Asian American and Pacifc each day and unplug from work responsibilities 
when you are with loved ones. Islander (AAPI) Heritage Month 

Here are some tips on how to support your 
Cultivating Connections fellow AAPI ofcers: 
n Mental well-being can be afected by social 

n Spend time this month learning more about relationships. Creating healthy boundaries and 
AAPI heritage. Make an efort to learn more practicing constructive communication can 
about those around you who may be of a help strengthen connections with friends and 
diferent cultural background. loved ones. 

n Research shows that AAPIs may be less n Check in regularly with your loved ones and 
likely than other racial groups to take action friends to support their wellness journeys. 
on their mental health and may experience Helping others improve their own mental 
more high-pressure cultural expectations. well-being can be fulflling and can encourage 
Encourage individuals to seek help for a positive environment outside of work. 
challenges they may be facing.4 

20-20-20 Technique 
Practice the 20-20-20 technique to refresh 
your mind and mitigate eye strain: every 
20 minutes, take a 20 second break, and 
focus on something 20 feet away. 

Every ..take a ..and focus 
20 20 second on something 

minutes.. break.. 20 feet away 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/256944_IACP_21_SupportingFamilies_508c_0.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/256944_IACP_21_SupportingFamilies_508c_0.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/256944_IACP_21_SupportingFamilies_508c_0.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/256944_IACP_21_SupportingFamilies_508c_0.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/256944_IACP_21_SupportingFamilies_508c_0.pdf
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JUNE

National Safety Month
Staying vigilant about safety for yourself and others will help build confdence, increase 
readiness, and maintain wellness.

Preparing for Duty
n Before each shift, ensure your equipment is 

duty-ready – meaning it fts, works properly, 
and is in its appropriate location. Do checks 
throughout your shift to ensure everything 
remains intact.

n Wear body armor and use refective gear while 
performing trafc duties. Ensure these materials 
do not become worn down and replace them 
before the expiration date.

n Clean your frearm regularly, monitor your OC/
pepper spray expiration date, and spark test 
your electronic control device before every shift. 
Consider the positioning of equipment on your 
belt so you know where these tools are placed 
for efcient access.

Practice Mental Readiness
n Prioritize taking care of your mental and 

emotional health to help you think clearly and 
react to urgent needs in a safe and timely 
manner. Practice mindfulness by taking short 
breaks to reset throughout your day.

n Communicate clearly with other frst responders 
to maintain safety and efectively support the 
community. Exercise compassion when engaging 
with others – forging positive relationships can 
build understanding and support.

n Seek support from others after traumatic calls. 
Review and use your agency’s available wellness 
resources, such as an Employee Assistance 
Program or a Peer Support Program.

Helpful Resource: 
Prep for Duty 
Poster

June is LGBTQ+ Pride Month
Here are some ways to support your fellow 
ofcers in this community:

n Make a conscious efort to respect your 
colleagues’ preferred pronouns. Use generic 
terms such as “partner” or “loved ones” 
when referring to relationships and families.

n Use gender-neutral terms when engaging 
with others. Do not assume an individual’s 
gender based on appearance, and use 
“they/them” if you are unsure.

P.R.E.P FOR DUTYIn preparing for duty, every ofcer should ensure their own safety as well as

those around them. Keep these strategies in mind when you PREP for duty
to increase readiness and maintain wellness.PREP for duty before each shift and encourage colleagues to do the same!

P PRACTICE empathy and compassion for yourself and those around you. If you feel on edge or

stressed, those around you might as well.R ROUTINELY check your equipment to ensure it fts and works properly before each shift.E ENGAGE in healthy activities and practices for your physical and mental readiness and wellness.
P PROMOTE and sustain positive relationships both within your agency and throughout your community.Mental Readiness

7 Prioritize care of your mental and emotional health to help
you think clearly and react to urgent needs in a safe and
timely manner.

7 Understand your mental health is just as important as your
physical health. Each impacts the other.7 Do not allow your mental health to afect your job
performance. Adjust as needed, just as you would for a
physical injury.

7 Practice mindfulness by taking short breaks to reset
throughout your day.

7 Speak with peers after traumatic calls. If something is
bothering you seek support from those you trust.7 Review and use your agency’s available Employee Assistance
Program, Peer Support Program, and wellness resources.

Connection Readiness 
7 Communicate clearly with community members and treat

individuals in a fair, objective, and respectful manner.
7 Exercise compassion when engaging with colleagues and

community members. Forging positive relationships can build
understanding and support and maintain community and
ofcer safety.

7 Practice transparency and accountability to promote
positive community-police engagement.7 Display empathy and remember that behaviors resulting
from stress or anxiety may be misinterpreted by those
around you.

7 Communicate clearly with other ofcers to maintain
safety and efectively serve the community. Connect with
dispatchers and provide as much detail as you can, safely,
regarding who you are with, where you are, and what
resources you need.

Equipment Readiness
7 Before each shift ensure your equipment fts and

works properly.
7 Start your shift with a full radio battery. Keep a spare

battery where it can be easily accessed.7 Clean your frearm regularly. Ensure the elements have not
caused rust or buildup that will afect its function.7 Take note of your OC/pepper spray expiration date and
spark test your electronic control device before every shift.

7 Monitor your body armor’s condition. Ensure it does
not become worn down and replace it before the
expiration date.

7 Prior to each shift, ensure all of your equipment is
duty-ready and in its appropriate location.7 Do checks throughout your shift to ensure everything
remains intact.

7 Ensure equipment such as handcuf keys and cruiser keys
are secured on your person and can be accessed easily.

7 Consider the positioning of equipment on your belt. Know
where your tools are placed.7 Use refective gear while performing trafc duties.7 Take a quick look around your patrol vehicle before you

enter it to look for any noticeable maintenance issues (i.e.,
low tire pressure).

Physical Readiness 
7 Maintain balanced eating habits and choose healthy food

options for clearer thinking, increased energy, and better
overall health.

7 Stay hydrated. Keep water accessible and drink it
throughout your shift.

7 Incorporate physical ftness into your daily life to help
reduce stress and promote better sleeping habits.7 Schedule annual wellness examinations to allow for early
detection and treatment of risk factors of heart attacks and
other conditions.

For more information and source material,visit www.theIACP.org/OSW. The IACP encourages agencies to develop policies that promote ofcer safety and wellness.

For more information, visit the IACP’s Policy Center for mental health, equipment, and body

armor model policies and considerations.This project was supported by Grant No. 2019-DP-BX-K006 awarded by the Bureau of

Justice Assistance. The Bureau of Justice Assistance is a component of the Department of

Justice’s Ofce of Justice Programs, which also includes the Bureau of Justice Statistics,

the National Institute of Justice, the Ofce of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

the Ofce for Victims of Crime, and the SMART Ofce. Points of view or opinions in this

document are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the ofcial position or

policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.

OSW@theIACP.org theIACP.org/OSW 800.THE.IACP

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/251717_IACP_21_PREP_poster-508.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/251717_IACP_21_PREP_poster-508.pdf
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JULY 

Living in the Moment 
Focusing on what’s important and taking time to recharge are key factors of meaningful 
connection. Staying present and appreciating the people and environment around you 
boosts gratitude and grounds you in your values. 

Parks and Recreation Month: 
n Take time to go on a walk, enjoy a picnic in the 

park, or spend time outdoors. Don’t forget to 
protect yourself from the elements by hydrating 
and taking safety precautions, such as using 
sunscreen and wearing proper clothing. 

n When enjoying moments with your family, 
remember to stay present and focus on your 
immediate environment. Consider unplugging 
and concentrating solely on those around you to 
build strong, meaningful connections. 

Social Wellness Month 
n Focus on your social well-being by engaging 

with your community through participation in 
local events and connecting with residents. 

n Relationships are strengthened when an 
individual feels understood and when there are 
positive experiences to share. Focus on being 
present and responsive to others in your life to 
convey trust, care, and a desire to connect. 

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Grounding Technique 

5 4 3 2 1 
things things things things thing 

you can you can you can you can you can 
see touch hear smell taste 

Helpful Resource: 
Mindfulness 
Toolkit for Law 
Enforcement 

MINDFULNESS
TOOLKIT FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT 

July is Minority Mental Health 
Awareness Month 
Here are some tips to support the mental health 
of your minority ofcers: 

n Educate yourself on the mental health 
challenges minority communities face and 
learn how to create a healthy environment. 

n Learn proper terms regarding diferent 
racial and ethnic minority communities to 
establish a comfortable and welcoming 
atmosphere for your minority ofcers. 

n Ensure everyone feels respected in their 
workplace. Respect any accommodations 
that have been made for religious practices, 
to include considerations for appearance, 
uniform, and scheduling. 

Practice the 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 grounding 
technique to engage all your senses 
and connect you to your immediate 
environment: acknowledge 5 things you 
can see, 4 you can touch, 3 you can hear, 2 
you can smell, and 1 you can taste. 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/257860_IACP_Mindfulness_Toolkit_p5.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/257860_IACP_Mindfulness_Toolkit_p5.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/257860_IACP_Mindfulness_Toolkit_p5.pdf
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AUGUST 

Emphasis on Education 
Openness to learning is a valuable quality when it comes to self-improvement. Educating 
yourself on relevant topics and promoting knowledge to those around you fosters positive 
connections and mutual understanding. 

Educate Yourself 
n August is the start of the school year, and while 

you may not be a student, you can still prioritize 
educating yourself. Spend time this month 
researching training courses that can help in 
your personal and professional life. Through 
organizations like the IACP and the BJA VALOR 
Initiative partners, you can fnd numerous virtual 
and in-person training opportunities on a wide 
array of topics. 

n Explore higher education. Take some time to 
consider your career objectives and research 
what pairing of experience and education you 
will need to reach your goals and fnd success 
during your career and in retirement. Benefts of 
pursuing a higher education degree can include 
broadening your perspective, improving your 
writing skills, building your network, receiving 
higher pay or promotional opportunities, and may 
guide you toward new passions as you approach 
retirement. 

n Remember that education does not have to be 
formal. Reading a book or listening to a podcast 
are great ways to expand your knowledge, 
stimulate your imagination, and think critically 
about diferent issues. Visit your local library for 
free resources. 

Helpful Resource: 
Law 
Enforcement 
Retirement 
Toolkit 

OFFICER HEALTH AND WELLNESSLAW ENFORCEMENTRETIREMENT TOOLKIT 

Educate the Community 
n Consider scheduling a “Cofee with a Cop” event 

this month. These events allow you to connect 
with members of your community to discuss 
issues, identify priorities, and build strong, 
trusting relationships. 

n School-police partnerships can facilitate positive 
relationships between law enforcement and 
the community. When providing services at 
schools and during school events, authentic and 
constructive interactions with parents, students, 
and school administrators can help build an 
inclusive, safe environment. 

Cultivate a Positive Environment 
Your environment can have a major impact 
on your mental health and overall mood. Here 
are some helpful tips to brighten up your 
surroundings: 

n Natural light enhances serotonin. If possible, 
expose yourself to sunlight throughout the 
day to boost your overall mood. If there are no 
windows in your workspace, consider buying a 
light therapy lamp that mimics natural light to 
brighten up your space and your day. 

n Organization is key when it comes to law 
enforcement work. Take time to regularly 
declutter your workspace. Ensuring your 
space is clean and organized can lead to lower 
stress levels and increased productivity. 

n Decorate your surroundings at work with 
items, photos, or mementos that are 
personally important to you. Surrounding 
yourself with objects or keepsakes you care 
about can lead to feelings of happiness 
and comfort. 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/269171_IACP_LE_Retirement_Toolkit_508c.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/269171_IACP_LE_Retirement_Toolkit_508c.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/269171_IACP_LE_Retirement_Toolkit_508c.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/269171_IACP_LE_Retirement_Toolkit_508c.pdf
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SEPTEMBER 

National Suicide Prevention Month 
Suicide prevention eforts are most efective when multiple strategies are employed. 
Fostering an agency-wide culture of understanding can be supplemented by promoting 
resources, providing support, and continually reminding each person that their life is 
valuable. 

988: The Suicide and Crisis Lifeline 
n The 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline is a national 

network of local crisis centers that provides free 
and confdential emotional support to people in 
suicidal crisis or emotional distress 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week in the United States. 

n If you or someone you know is battling suicidal 
thoughts, text or call 988 for assistance. 

Peer Support 
n Peers can be a valuable tool in suicide 

prevention and resilience-building eforts. Be 
a positive peer by sharing recovery-oriented 
messages, decreasing barriers to seeking 
mental health services, normalizing help-seeking 
behaviors, and sharing healthy coping skills 
including resilience and connectedness. 

n If a colleague is showing signs of suicide 
risk, peers can use personal and professional 
experiences to meet them where they are and 
ask about suicide in a way that may elicit an 
honest response. Ongoing support can also 
help prevent a crisis in the future, so continue to 
reach out and provide assistance in the way that 
the colleague prefers. 

n As a peer supporter, be sure to practice self-
care and take advantage of consultations with 
clinicians, debriefngs for difcult situations, 
and/or fexibility for time of. 

Helpful Resource: 
National Consortium 
on Preventing 
Law Enforcement 
Suicide Toolkit 

Agency-Wide Action 
n Be proactive and educate yourself and others 

on identifying signs of suicidal ideation and 
efective intervention and prevention techniques. 

n Building a trustworthy referral network is 
important. Explore services available through 
Employee Assistance Programs, local mental 
health providers, and hospital systems to create a 
positive, culturally competent clinical partnership. 

September is National Hispanic 
Heritage Month 
Here are some ways you can support your 
fellow Hispanic ofcers: 

n Ensure that Hispanic ofcers in your agency 
feel respect and support from fellow 
coworkers – every ofcer should feel safe 
and regarded in their workplace. 

n Suicide rates among Hispanic Americans 
have been increasing across the past 
decade, and cultural beliefs may cause 
additional stigma surrounding mental 
health. Emphasize the importance of 
discussing these topics, just as you would 
with physical wellness.5 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/_Toolkit_Combo_Final.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/_Toolkit_Combo_Final.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/_Toolkit_Combo_Final.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/_Toolkit_Combo_Final.pdf
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Enhancing Ofcer Wellness and Resiliency in Policing 

wellness. In times of stress and uncertainty, ofcers must take practical steps to prioritize their 

mental and physical wellness. 
Stress on the Job 
Everyone reacts diferently to stressful situations. How an 

n Connect with others individual might r by maintaining social relationships with those close t
espond depends on their back

and personality, as well as the community they live in. 

to communicate with friends and f
o you. Set aside time 

ground First responders may react more strongly to difcult 

support system informed and strong. Consider using 

amily to keep your experiences due to the responsibility of maintaining 

social networking or town halls to stay connected with 

public safety, the cumulative exposure to traumatic 

your community. events, and the concern for loved ones at home. 
n Practice mindfulness by taking short brPay Attention to Your Mental Health 

and recognize what you need to do to cope with 

eaks to reset your emotions. Mindfulness activities include fnding 
It is essential to pay attention to your mental and 

time for yourself, practicing deep bremotional health. T participating in activities tha
eathing, and aking care of your health can help 

you think clearly and r
t you enjoy. eact to urgent needs in a timely 

manner, both at work and at home. While some situations 

n Exercise or go for a walk may seem overwhelming and out of c
n Listen to music what you can control will help reduce stress. 

ontrol, focusing on n Read a book n Refocus on your purpose to help avoid burn out. This 
n Take a relaxing bath or shower 

can be accomplished by assessing the impact of y
daily routines, which can help y

n Spend time with loour ved ones energy. Questions to consider include: 

ou to restore your n Meditate or practice yoga n Why did I join the policing pr
n Be creative through art ofession? n How does my work make life better for 
n Keep a journal of yother people? our thoughts 

n Avoid Overexposure because while staying informed 

n How can I add more meaning to what I do 
is important, too much information can become 

every day? overwhelming and impact overall wellness at home. Try 
n Take care of your body by maintaining health

to refrain from turning on the nesuch as eating nutritious food, staying hydrated, 

a time frame where you will disconnect for the day. 

ws at home or setting y habits exercising regularly, and getting plenty of sleep
n Seek help when needed 

clear of nicotine and excessive alcohol intake. 
. Steer by talking to those around 

you, such as your fellow ofcers, command staf, 
executive leadership, chaplains, family, psychologist, or 
someone you can confde in.1 Remember that you are 
not alone. 

OCTOBER 

National Depression Education and Awareness Month 
You are not alone. Feelings of depression are common and may seem overwhelming, but 
taking small steps can help you maintain a state of emotional well-being. 

Avoid Thinking Traps Stay Connected and Active 
n Thinking traps are counterproductive patterns n Look for support from people who make you 

in thinking that undercut resilience. Having the feel safe and cared for and make facetime a 
ability to identify thinking traps can provide you priority. Talking to someone face-to-face about 
with more control over your emotions. Common how you feel can play a big role in relieving 
thinking traps are: depressive symptoms. 

n Find ways to support others. Sign up to help at § Mind reading: believing you know what 
community shelters, volunteer at a local animal someone else is thinking or expecting them 
rescue, or simply do something nice for someone to know what you are thinking. 
else. Refecting on this type of activity can help 

§ Me: believing you are the sole cause of you evaluate the positive impact you have on 
all problems. the world. 

§ Them: believing others or circumstances are n Movement is a powerful tool to help relieve 
the sole cause of all problems. depression symptoms. Exercise will help you 

§ Catastrophizing: believing the absolute worst feel energized, fght fatigue, and improve your 
case will happen. mood. Focus on how your body feels as you 

move to help refocus your mind and ground § Helplessness: believing you have no control 
your emotions. and negative events will afect all areas of 

your life. 

n Utilize mental cues that are meaningful to you October is Domestic Violence 
and provide instructions to help avoid thinking Awareness Month 
traps. For example, an efective mental cue 

Here are some facts and tips to raise for the “them” trap is “look in the mirror” 
awareness: because it is a reminder to consider how you are 

contributing to the situation. n Educate ofcers on the best ways to 
approach a scene, both tactically and 
emotionally. Discuss efective ways 

Helpful Resource: to speak with survivors using trauma-
Enhancing Ofcer The stressors that police ofcers face can have serious implications for overall health and 

informed and supportive language. 
Wellness and n Domestic violence calls can lead to 
Resiliency cumulative trauma for responding 
in Policing ofcers, which can contribute to feelings 

of hopelessness. Don’t be afraid to 
ask for help or speak to someone; just 
because you were not the direct victim, 
does not mean it cannot afect you. 

1 https://emergency.cdc.gov/coping/selfcare.asp 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/Enhancing%20Officer%20Wellness%20and%20Resiliency%20in%20Policing%20(1).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/Enhancing%20Officer%20Wellness%20and%20Resiliency%20in%20Policing%20(1).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/Enhancing%20Officer%20Wellness%20and%20Resiliency%20in%20Policing%20(1).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/Enhancing%20Officer%20Wellness%20and%20Resiliency%20in%20Policing%20(1).pdf
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What Does Ac ve L s en ng Look L ke?  7 A e li g is a m d of c mm y li n i , e , a d d m l c ra s w h t e p g v n w o is s e li g n t o y m s t e s d v , it r r f l h s t e ri k of m mm 7 y L 
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] w n [ra he Efects of HypervigilancSeptember 2018. 
e on Decision-Making during Critical Incidents. Journal of the NPS Center for Defense and Homeland Security 

> t p 

NOVEMBER 

Cultivating Meaningful Connections 
Engaging authentically with loved ones provides numerous internal and external benefts, 
improving your sense of belonging and connectedness. Spending quality time with 
others, while also protecting your boundaries and needs, can be accomplished through 
intentional and thoughtful communication. 

Practice Active Listening Helpful Resource: 
n When a family member or friend is engaged in Supporting Ofcer 

sharing a story or experience, think of open- Safety through 
ended follow-up questions to ask and try not Family Wellness: 
to interrupt or turn someone else’s story into a Communication in 
personal anecdote. Ofcer Families 

How Commun cation May Look D fe ent in Po c ng Fam e 

g e 

n Express body language and actions that show 
you are attentive to the information being 
shared, such as: 

November is Native American 
§ Maintaining eye contact Heritage Month
§ Putting your phone down or turning of 

Here are some ways to support your fellow 
the television 

tribal police ofcers and engage with local 
§ Smiling or nodding your head to express tribal community members: 

positive feedback 
n Connect with tribal law enforcement 

§ Repeating information back to ensure you agencies in your surrounding area and work 
have a comprehensive understanding on building a positive and collaborative 

relationship between departments. Fostering Family Wellness 
n Learn proper terms for various cultural n November marks the start of the holiday season, 

practices of tribal communities to which for many is a period of celebration, joy, 
create a comfortable and welcoming and quality time spent with loved ones. However, 
atmosphere for tribal police ofcers and it may also be overwhelming or emphasize 
community members. feelings of grief. As you work through this range 

of emotions, do your best to be present this n Native or Indigenous people who 
month when spending time with family and experience depression or anxiety may seek 
friends. Unplug, leave work responsibilities at help from a spiritual or traditional healer. 
your agency, and focus on those around you. Support others in the wellness practices 

that make them most comfortable.6n While staying safe and providing support for 
your loved ones as a law enforcement ofcer are 
important, ensure that you are feeling supported 
as well. Take time to have conversations with 
your family this holiday season to ensure 
everyone’s needs are being met. 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/247338_IACP_20_Wellness_508%20(2).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/247338_IACP_20_Wellness_508%20(2).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/247338_IACP_20_Wellness_508%20(2).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/247338_IACP_20_Wellness_508%20(2).pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/247338_IACP_20_Wellness_508%20(2).pdf
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oncerns, including 
actors, stressors, and life situations as other 

As a result, many offcers may spend more time in an anxious s
other professions. 

tate than adults wAlthough anxiety is common and even a biologically 

orking in important state, prolonged periods of anxiety can be 
harmful. This resource provides ofcers with several 

There are several diferent types of anxiety disor
strategies to manage anxiety

Some people have anxiety that is specifc to social 
ders. and maintain a state of emotional well-being. 

, prevent harmful efects, 
situations (social phobia), others t(obsessive compulsive disorder), and some experience 

o obsessive thinking What Is Anxiety?
anxiety related to Post Traumatic Stress Injury/Disorder. 
Depending on the type of anxiety a person ma
with, diferent combinations of medications and/or 

Anxiety is an emotional s y struggle tate that includes feelings of 
psychological treatment can help. 

apprehension and fear, physical symptoms of tension, 
and anticipation that something danger

For law enforcement ofcers, anxiety may be 
is going to occur.1 There are psychological and biological 

ous or negative problematic when it intensifes before going into work, 

processes that occur in the body in r
or when responding to a specifc type of call. Maintaining 

all preparing it to respond to a potentially dangerous 

esponse to anxiety, a grounded state of mind and keeping anxiety under 

situation. For example, if an ofcer suddenly recognizes 
control is directly related to ofcer safety and wellness. 

an escalating situation that poses a risk to their physical 
Overwhelming anxiety masafety, anxiety is the emotional s

y afect an ofcer’s ability to 
operate safely during their shift and limit the ability t

body to respond. Feelings of anxiety about situa

tate that prepares their recover of duty. which are life-threatening, and those tha
o tions occur. It is common to occasionally feel worried about 

t are not, can fulflling expectations, how to achieve accomplishments, 
what the future may hold, or other unknodifcult areas of life.2,3 wn and/or 

When Is Anxiety a Problem? Feeling anxious is common, and a normal ocduring a police ofcer’s course of duty. However, 
currence anxiety may be a problem when it is ouncontrollable, or interferes with daily activities. Anxiety 

verwhelming, disorders are medical conditions, like physical disorders 
such as heart disease or diabetand need to be taken seriously.2 

es, which are treatable 

DECEMBER 

Pause and Refect 
Taking time to refect provides an opportunity to assess your individual values and how 
you use them to contribute to the world around you. Refection is an important part of 
how you view yourself and helps you fnd a sense of fulfllment. 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE Identifying and Managing Anxiety in Law Enforcement Officers
Law enforcement offcers can experience a full range of mental health c

anxiety. In addition to experiencing similar risk f
adults, offcers are usually exposed to more stressful situations than the average person. 

Refecting on the Year Helpful Resource: 
n Take time to identify what you have learned, Identifying and

things that you are grateful for, and what you Managing Anxiety
have accomplished over the last year. in Law Enforcement 

Ofcers n Spend time recalling one accomplishment from 
each month this year and how your actions 
positively impacted your loved ones and those in 

Anxiety may cause issues if it:2,3,4 

n Feels like it has a strong hold on your lifen Involves excessive or irrational fear abouteveryday situations or things that are not likely
to happen

n Involves worrying about worryingn Occurs every day or most daysn Lasts longer than 6 monthsn Contributes to or exacerbates medical problems,
such as high blood pressure or diabetes 

A 

your community. Acknowledging what you have 
achieved will often leave you feeling a sense of 
pride and satisfaction. Focus on Your Finances 

n Identify a new goal you would like to achieve or a Here are some tips on how to maintain fnancial 
challenge you would like to overcome in the next wellness in your life: 
year that will build upon what you have learned 
from this year. Establishing a plan to prioritize n Set fnancial goals. If you have a specifc 

fnancial objective, spend time calculating learning and new experiences can provide 
how much you will need to save each month motivation and a sense of hope for the future. 
to achieve that goal. By planning ahead and 

Look for the Good staying on track, you will feel satisfed and 
n Practice gratitude this month and focus on the accomplished. 

positives in your life. Recognize that you are not n Saving money can be challenging; take 
able to control every aspect of life, and instead the time to create a reasonable budget to 
use your energy to focus on navigating the ensure all of your needs are being met while 
situations within your control. still saving for emergencies. You don’t have 

n Avoid negativity bias. In the feld of public to handle the budget on your own; there 
safety, it is easy to get caught up in focusing on are plenty of free online budgeting tools 
the negative aspects in life. Practicing gratitude that can ensure your budget is realistic 
will not interfere with your capacity to notice and benefcial. 
potential dangers but will allow you to identify 
and process positive experiences more deeply. 

https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_Managing_Anxiety_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_Managing_Anxiety_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_Managing_Anxiety_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/259348_IACP_Managing_Anxiety_p1%5B1%5D.pdf
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APPENDIX A 

Key Terms 
While integrating new wellness messaging in your department, it is important to think about 
how agencies can reframe language to make communication more accurate. The following 
are common phrases used in law enforcement along with alternative phrases to use in their 
place. Being more cognizant of language used in written and verbal communication across 
the department can increase clarity and avoid negative connotations. 

Terms to replace: Instead use: Why? 

“Committed” suicide “Died by” suicide “Committed” sounds like a 
criminal act. 

“Celebrating” Domestic Violence 
Awareness Month 

“Honoring” or “Recognizing” 
Domestic Violence Awareness 
Month 

Violence should not be 
celebrated. Survivors should 
be honored. 

Identify someone by their 
mental illness. 
Ex. “a schizophrenic.” 

“Person with _____.” A person is not defned by their 
mental health diagnosis. 

“Anniversary” of a tragedy “Year mark” “Anniversary” is a 
celebratory term. 

“Triggering/Triggered” “Activate” These could be considered 
violent terms. 

“Execute” a plan “Facilitate” or “Organize” These could be considered 
violent terms. 

Mental health “issues” 
or “problems” 

Mental health “conditions” Issues/problems 
sounds negative. 

“Victim” “Survivor” “Survivor” conveys more dignity 
when referring to someone who 
has survived a crime/attack. 

“He or she” “They/Them” More inclusive without 
making assumptions. 
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APPENDIX B 

Weekly Resilience Tips 
Resilience is a way to navigate adversity and grow in the face of challenges. These 
weekly resilience tips are simple actions individuals can take to strengthen their 
well-being. These 52 tips can be included throughout the calendar year in agency-wide 
communications, posted throughout department facilities, or disseminated in training 
materials as helpful reminders. 

1. Write down one realistic work-
life balance goal you would like to 
work towards, both personally and 
professionally. 

2. Think about a challenge you are 
facing and identify a purposeful frst 
step you can take to overcome it. 

3. Refect on a difculty you have faced 
in the past and think about a positive 
outcome that came as a result. Share 
this with a loved one to build trust 
and strengthen your relationship. 

4. Identify a personal characteristic you 
are proud of, take note of when it is 
illustrated through your personal and 
professional life, and think about how 
you can leverage it to accomplish 
your goals. 

5. Take time this week to schedule 
any overdue medical appointments. 
Make sure you are keeping regular 
checkups with your healthcare 
providers and be prepared to discuss 
any health-related concerns. 

6. “Catching up” on sleep all at once 
when you have been deprived is not 
as benefcial as getting consistent 
rest. Try to prioritize sleep whenever 
possible, even if it’s for a short period 
of time. 

7. Find stretching routines to use at 
various times of day, such as when 
you wake up, before you go to bed, 
or when you are sitting at your desk. 

8. Minimize screen time before you plan 
to go to bed and instead identify an 
activity that helps you wind down and 
relax. If you are unable to fall asleep 
after 20 minutes, get out of bed and 
engage in a diferent calming activity 
for a while, then return to your bed 
when you feel ready. 

9. Research and save a few quick, 
standard, nutritious recipes you 
can turn to when you are trying to 
choose what to eat. This will help you 
feel prepared and less overwhelmed. 

10. Drinking water helps to maximize 
your physical and mental 
performance, transport nutrients 
throughout your body, aid in 
digestion, regulate blood pressure, 
and protect organs and tissues. 
If you regularly drink beverages 
besides water, such as cofee, energy 
drinks, or soda, swap water for one 
of those drinks instead. 

11. Take time to consider signs that you 
are experiencing exhaustion, such as 
irritability, body aches, or inability to 
focus. Check in with yourself often 
and when you notice these, make it a 
priority to take care of your needs. 
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12. Practice the 20-20-20 technique 
to refresh your mind and mitigate 
eye strain: every 20 minutes, take 
a 20 second break, and focus on 
something 20 feet away. 

13. Be strategic in your grocery 
shopping. Purchase items that will 
work for your lifestyle and can 
be used for well-rounded meals. 
Consolidate your shopping trips 
to leave yourself more free time for 
other activities. 

14. For a situation you anticipate causing 
stress, identify an aspect that is 
under your control and create a 
plan to help give you a sense of 
preparedness. 

15. Think about a quick, enjoyable 
mental activity to refocus your 
energy when you’re feeling 
overwhelmed. These can be word 
games, math problems, creative 
imagery visualizations, or some 
similar distraction to take your mind 
of a stressor when needed. 

16. Set aside time each day, even for 
a few minutes, to decompress and 
refocus. Think about how your daily 
routines positively impact the lives 
of others. 

17. Use progressive muscle relaxation to 
consciously physically reduce your 
stress. Focus on one muscle group at 
a time, squeeze, hold, then relax your 
muscles to help relieve tension. 

18. Create diferent music playlists to 
infuence your mood. These can 
feature songs that you fnd uplifting, 
calming, or help you to focus on 
a task. 

19. Transition your mindset from work to 
home at the end of each shift. Take a 
walk, read a chapter of a book, call a 
friend, listen to a podcast, or engage 
in activities you fnd enjoyable that 
are unrelated to work. 

20. Make a list of activities you enjoy 
and fnd valuable, then think about 
how often those can realistically be 
incorporated into your life. These 
should remain a priority, whether 
incorporated daily or less frequently. 

21. Understand the efects of vicarious 
trauma, which can occur with 
continual exposure to job-related 
stressors. Take time to recognize 
these signs, which include irritability, 
guilt, helplessness, fatigue, and 
numbness, so you can decompress 
and get support when needed. 

22. Routinely check your tactical gear 
and patrol car, making sure to 
address any potential issues. 

23. Practice taking slow, deliberate 
breaths to regulate your physiology 
when your stress response is 
activated. Do this each day so your 
body is trained to handle stress. 

24. Take time to explore resources 
available to you through your job. 
Make sure you understand the 
benefts of your Employee Assistance 
Program, fnancial plans, and any 
support personnel available to assist. 

25. Stretching promotes fexibility, 
mobility, and can help protect your 
joints. Practice diferent stretches 
each day to help keep your muscles 
in good condition for your job duties 
and activities outside of work. 
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26. Set appropriate boundaries around 
your work life and home life, 
including discussing with loved ones 
what areas of conversation you 
would like to avoid. Come up with 
a list of conversation prompts that 
are unrelated to work to use with 
loved ones. 

27. Take time to look at your general 
monthly budget to get an idea 
of your average costs and keep 
yourself on track fnancially. Go over 
your short- and long-term goals, 
keeping those in mind when making 
fnancial decisions. When you have 
a clear idea of how you can cover 
essential expenses, you are better 
able to responsibly take advantage 
of opportunities for leisure, 
entertainment, and recreational 
purchases. 

28. Refect on the most important 
people in your life and how often you 
respond positively when they share 
good news. Practice building support 
in relationships that could use more 
attention and use active listening 
skills in your conversations to 
prioritize your personal connections. 

29. Getting enough sleep is important to 
stay energized and focused. Discuss 
sleep needs and patterns with loved 
ones and work with them to build 
routines that work for everyone. 

30. Think of something you enjoy and 
how it can be scaled up or down 
based on your capacity. For example, 
if you like outdoor activities, take 
walks outside a few times a week, 
plan hikes once a month, or schedule 
a camping trip once a year. 

31. Practice the 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 grounding 
technique to engage all your senses 
and connect you to your immediate 
environment: acknowledge 5 things 
you can see, 4 you can touch, 3 you 
can hear, 2 you can smell, and 1 you 
can taste. 

32. Participate in department activities 
to connect with colleagues beyond 
the typical functions of your role. 

33. Take time to consider an important 
lesson you have learned recently and 
something you have taught someone 
else. Refect on how those things add 
value to your life. 

34. Identify people in your life you can 
turn to for support when working 
through a difcult situation and 
places that feel safe and comforting 
you can go when you feel 
overwhelmed. 

35. Refect on your sense of purpose 
and focus on the things within your 
control when considering how you 
can make a diference. 

36. Write down three characteristics 
you are most proud of in yourself. 
Acknowledging the good in yourself 
can lead to a more positive outlook 
on your life and well-being. 

37. Intentionally unplug from social 
media and seek out more positive 
stimuli. Create a list of activities you 
fnd enjoyable that you can turn to 
when you need a break. 

38. Set a short-term goal for yourself and 
identify the frst step you need to take 
to progress. Try to break down the 
goal into smaller, more manageable 
objectives to ensure success. 
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39. Ask someone in your life what they 
consider to be one of your strongest 
characteristics and share what you 
think theirs may be. Use this to 
develop a strategy for expanding 
characteristics you may wish 
to improve. 

40. When you notice counterproductive 
thoughts, intentionally take a step 
back to see if you have the complete 
picture and try to challenge your 
assumptions. Try to look at situations 
from someone else’s point of view 
to add a new perspective to your 
perception of the world. 

41. Make time to cook with a loved one— 
making and eating food together 
promotes connection and positive 
eating habits. 

42. At the end of each day this week, 
write down one positive thing that 
happened and refect upon how it 
made you feel. 

43. Exposure to sunlight helps produce 
Vitamin D, which can support bone 
health, lower blood pressure, prevent 
disease, and promote good mental 
health. Try to enjoy 10-30 minutes of 
sunlight each day, depending on your 
sensitivity to the sun. 

44. Ask a colleague, friend, or family 
member to share something they are 
excited about and focus on being 
actively and authentically engaged in 
appreciating their response. 

45. Consider a characteristic you admire 
in someone else and let them know 
when you notice them using it. 

46. If there is a difcult conversation 
you are anticipating or have been 
delaying, take time to outline your 
thoughts so you can approach the 
subject productively and respectfully. 

47. Keep a tally this week of how many 
times you feel proud of a personal or 
professional accomplishment. 

48. Identify people in your life that you 
can discuss work-related issues 
with, and those you would like to 
keep separate from those topics. 
Explore strategies for diferent 
communication styles when 
engaging with individuals in these 
separate categories. 

49. Each day this week, consider 
something you are grateful for and 
take time to refect on why it matters 
to you. 

50. Look into any resources available to 
you regarding fnancial planning and 
make it a point to utilize any services 
that might be helpful to you. 

51. When considering a challenge 
or goal in your life, make a list of 
things you can control and things 
you cannot control. Focus on those 
you can change, while recognizing 
that there are many factors that are 
beyond your infuence. 

52. Pick a new ingredient you are 
interested in trying and incorporate it 
into your regular meals and snacks. 
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